The violence that is poised between humanitas and inhumanitas speaks to the metaphysical ordering and phantasms of everyday political terror. Are practices of political aggression separable from the Western metaphysical divide between human and animal, and what are the ideological utilities of this divide? Are acts and discourses of inhumanization how philosophical anthropology (and all anthropologies are ultimately philosophical and political) confesses itself, not as theorem or disciplinary taxonomy, but as a political culture with the most severe material criteria and bodily consequences? Does political animality point to an anthropological sovereignty that only acquires positivity, tangibility, and figuration through its displacement onto, and passage into, the extimacy that is animality? And why does subjugated or expelled animality perennially threaten anthropological plenitude as an uncontainable negativity? These questions imply that the many thresholds of language, labour and finitude that have repeatedly delimited, governed and consigned the animal and human in metaphysical thought and practice can be remapped as a properly political dominion; a wildlife reserve in which philosophical, ethological, and anthropological declaratives and descriptions encrypt zoopolitical relations of power and force, and where the animal predicate circumscribes a concentrated time and space of subjugation, exposure, disappearance and abandonment.
Allen Feldman is a political and medical anthropologist, and is an Associate Professor of the Department of Media, Culture and Communication and the visual culture program at New York University. His research and teaching interests include visual culture and violence, the political anthropology of embodiment and the senses, performance studies, and the philosophy of media. In Kafka's fable "Before the Law" the appeal to infinite regress, to higher and deeper authority, creates the illusion of an interiority of law, that someone or something is within the hallowed and hollowed abode of the law even if this indwelling is merely the performance of withholding law from others, that is as the visibility of an invisibility that materializes a concrete delimited outside from an amorphic and disframed interiority.
The site of law has no positive content other than this act of exclusion, of making a border and a before of law as the event of a self-emptying event.
Withholding renders sovereignty untouchable, unscathable and as such unprofanable as its law can be symbolized and re-presented but not presented or touched in situ. In its infinite regress Kafka's law holds to its bare-life of withholding law and to the bared and exposed life from which law is withheld. The Combatant Status Review Tribunals at Guantanamo (2002 Guantanamo ( -2010 similarly inscribe a territory, a space, and a speculum where the sovereignty of the state can be performed as the event of withholding of law, as a pantomime of a juridical legitimacy without legality that is mediated by the sheer gate-keeping performativity of hollowed out juridic forms and ceremonies including the publication of the transcript under discussion. It offers an opening to a non-event, an aperture that is withdrawn as law and act in its very appearing as an event. In the recesses of the security state, in the security state as an assemblage of recesses, the law itself is securitized and subjected to an extraordinary rendition and consigned to a black site from which all other black sites are authored and transmitted. In some early portrayals, Chinese aid in the Pacific is a clumsy, neocolonial endeavor. Closer inspection shows the development of a complex phenomenon, as Pacific and Chinese actors gain experience working together and evolving into a bottom-up process. I argue that Pacific actors and locally registered Chinese infrastructure companies collaborate to influence Chinese embassies and financing agencies, shaping the blueprints for Chinese aid. It is time we shifted our analysis of Chinese aid and investment away from its failure to comply with international norms, and towards how Chinese actors and their local partners "get things done."
What Drives
Graeme Smith is a postdoctoral fellow in the China Studies Centre and Business School. He is also a visiting fellow in the State, Society and Governance in Melanesia Program at the Australian National University. His current research project examines Chinese investment in the Asia-Pacific region. Dr Smith also holds a PhD in environmental chemistry, has written several guidebooks to China and Beijing, and is the winner of the 2010 Gordon White Prize. Alta Gracia is the only apparel brand in the world that has been independently verified to pay a 'living wage' to the people who make its clothing. This means paying workers enough so they can provide their families with food, clean water, clothing, housing, energy, transportation, child care, education and health care. Alta Gracia workers are paid more than three times the minimum wage for apparel workers in the Dominican Republic.
When
From the beginning, Bozich has engaged labour experts, retailers, university students and the Worker Rights Consortium (WRC) in developing the Knights Apparel business model. Hear how this important collaboration is helping secure a sustainable pathway out of poverty for workers while also building the Alta Gracia Brand and strengthening Knights Apparel's bottom line.
Screening of 'Human Terrain' School of Social and Political Sciences, University of Sydney
The School of Social and Political Sciences invites you to an exculsive screening of the Documentary 'Human Terrain', a documentary exploring the controversial approach, a new strategy of cultural awareness to win over the hearts and minds of the Iraqi and Afghan people.
Seeking to understand 'why they hate us', the US military initiates 'Human Terrain Systems', a controversial program that seeks to make cultural awareness the centre piece of the new Counterinsurgency strategy. Designed to embed social scientists with combat troops, the program swiftly comes under attack as a misguided and unethical effort to gather intelligence and target enemies.
The other story is of a brilliant young scholar who leaves the university to join a Human Terrain team. In the course of conducting research on military cultural awareness, he is recruited by the Human Terrain program and eventually embeds with the 82nd Airborne in eastern Afghanistan. On the way to mediate an intertribal dispute, Bhatia is killed when his humvee hits a roadside bomb.
War becomes academic, academics go to war, and the personal tragically merges with the political, raising new questions about the ethics, effectiveness and high costs of counterinsurgency. 
Professor James Der Derian is a Watson

Hosted by Media @ Sydney
The Internet Blackout in January 2012 saw thousands of websites 'go dark' to protest proposed US laws designed to implement a 'multisystem denial of service attack' against alleged IP-infringing websites by making them both unfindable, and by cutting off any financial support. Within days, the laws -known as SOPA and PIPA -were effectively dead. But when and how did such laws even reach the stage of serious discussion? This paper will look at what's changed, and how and why regulating internet intermediaries and making them the internet 'police' has gradually become more acceptable to governments.
Kimberlee Weatherall is an Associate Professor at the Sydney Law School (http://sydney.edu.au/ law/about/staff/KimberleeWeatherall/). Prior to joining the School in 2012, Kimberlee held positions at the University of Queensland, the University of Melbourne and the Intellectual Property Research Institute of Australia. Kimberlee teaches and researches in intellectual property law, with a particular interest in digital copyright, the relationship between international trade and intellectual property, and the systems for administration and enforcement of intellectual property rights. She has been a member of the Law Council of Australia IP Subcommittee since 2006 and sits on the board of the Australian Digital Alliance and the Arts Law Centre of Australia. The materiality of urban space is analytically important but until recently it has largely been marginalised in urban studies. Thus, the aim in this talk is to bring this perspective to the centre of the analysis of the city. The paper first reviews how materiality has been taken up in the work of key urbanists. It then proposes a conceptual and methodological orientation that draws on these and sets out a way for analysing public space through materiality. In particular the paper addresses religious sites in East London.
The last decade has seen renewed interest in the shaping of religious community and questions of religious identification and belonging. Much of this work addresses questions of identity, race and diversity, but there are also new understandings of the way these elements intersect with the material and spatial dimensions of urban life which will be discussed here.
Sophie Watson is Professor of Sociology at the Open University UK and is part of the OpenSpace Research Centre. Her research areas include public space and the multi-cultural practices of everyday life; religion, culture and materiality; new religious cultural practices, identities and spaces.
